COVID-19 variants: The undetectable and invisible
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The novelty and high transmissibility of the SARS-CoV-2 virus has seen the world face multiple waves of surges with millions of infections and deaths. The difficulties in both the diagnosis and subsequent containment of the virus has been a continuous worldwide battle. The most vital tool that has been at the disposal of worldwide governments has been the isolation of positive cases and thus has been the mainstay modus operandi of minimizing the transmission and spread of the virus. What would the implications be if we could no longer accurately diagnose the infection? A new variant of the SARS-CoV-2 virus have been discovered in France and is proving elusive to the gold standard testing.1

COVID-19 specific tests: Currently the three mainstay diagnostic tests are nucleic acid amplification tests, viral sequencing and serology. The gold standard group of tests being nucleic acid amplification tests, namely PCR. The Principle of these tests is to locate and identify genetic similarities in the Ribonucleic acid of the SARS-CoV-2 virus namely the genes encoding for N, E and S proteins. The amplification tests include nucleic acid sequencing and real-time reverse-transcription polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR).2,3

The French variant discovered in Brittany: A new variant of the SARS-CoV-2 virus has been discovered in a cluster of eight cases in a hospital in Lannion in Brittany, France. The peculiarity however in these cases is that they were admitted with the symptoms of COVID-19, yet did not test positive whence their specimens were sent for the gold standard PCR testing. This new variant has the ability to evade the gold standard test and thus makes the variant virtually “invisible” to the mainstay means of testing used globally. It is reported that these 8 cases are part of a cluster of 79 patients. This new strain is currently believed to not have an enhanced virulence or transmission capability as seen with other variants.4,5

Conclusion: The implication of an undetectable strain is disastrous and thus calls for the development of a more rapid, accurate and reliable test which is specifically targeted towards the mutations. If this undetectable variant follows the trend of the other mutations with enhanced virulence and transmission capabilities the outcome could be cataclysmic. The variant would fundamentally cripple the current global protocol and mainstay modus operandi of minimizing the transmission via isolation and contact tracing of positive cases.
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